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Abstract
We investigate the transverse momentum resummation for top quark pair production at hadron
colliders using the soft-collinear effective theory and the heavy-quark effective theory. We derive
the factorization formula for tt¯ production at small pair transverse momentum, and show in detail
the procedure for calculating the key ingredient of the factorization formula: the next-to-leading
order soft functions. We compare our numerical results with experimental data and find that they
are consistent within theoretical and experimental uncertainties. To verify the correctness of our
resummation formula, we expand it to the next-to-leading order and the next-to-next-to-leading
order, and compare those expressions with the exact fixed-order results numerically. Finally, using
the results of transverse momentum resummation, we discuss the transverse-momentum-dependent
forward-backward asymmetry at the Tevatron.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Top quark physics is one of the major research topics in current and future theoretical
and experimental particle physics. The top quark is the most massive known particle, and
it plays a special role in the Standard Model (SM) and in many possible extensions of the
SM. Once produced, the top quark immediately decays to a W boson and a bottom quark
before hadronization. This gives us a great opportunity to study many properties of the top
quark. Up to date, tens of thousands of top quark events have been produced and studied
at the Tevatron. The experiments at the LHC are accumulating data and are expected to
observe millions of top quark events with the increase of the integrated luminosity. The
expected high precision of the experimental measurements poses high demand on equally
precise theoretical predictions for many observables including total and differential cross
sections. In the SM, the main source of top quark events at hadron colliders is the top
quark pair production. Studying this process on the one hand provides a precision test of
the SM, and on the other hand, can control the background of many new physics (NP)
signals. Therefore, it is worthwhile and important to make precise theoretical predictions
for top quark pair production at hadron colliders.
Actually, the efforts on obtaining precision predictions for tt¯ production at hadron collid-
ers have a long history since the eighties of the last century, when the next-to-leading order
(NLO) quantum chromodynamics (QCD) corrections to this process were first calculated
[1–3]. The NLO electroweak corrections [4, 5] were known shortly after. Using narrow-
width approximation, fully differential top quark pair production and decay at NLO are
also known [6–8]. Furthermore, off-shell effects in top quark pair production have also been
investigated [9–11]. Beyond NLO, threshold soft gluon resummation has been calculated to
the next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) accuracy [12–16]. Recently, calculations of
the full next-to-next-to- leading order (NNLO) QCD corrections to tt¯ production have been
finished [17–20]. The NNLO fully differential top quark decay was also obtained using two
different methods [21, 22].
Recently, the inclusive and differential cross sections of top quark pair production at the
LHC have been measured by the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations [23–27]. One interesting
differential observable is the transverse momentum of the top quark pair. This is particularly
the case since the D0 and CDF Collaborations showed that the tt¯ charge asymmetry at the
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Tevatron has strong dependence on the tt¯ transverse momentum [28, 29]. It has also been
shown in [30, 31] that a kinematic cut on the top quark pair transverse momentum leads to
a significant enhancement on the charge asymmetry. It’s therefore important to have better
theoretical understanding of this observable, in particular at low transverse momentum.
It was well-known that for the Drell-Yan process, at small transverse momentum, qT ≪ M
where M is the mass of the Drell-Yan pair, the collinear factorization must be replaced by
transverse-momentum-dependent (TMD) factorization (also called kT -factorization). This
has been clearly demonstrated in the pioneering works of Collins, Soper and Sterman (CSS)
[32–34]. Using kT -factorization, the large logarithms of the form ln
n(qT/M) can be system-
atically resummed to all orders in the strong coupling constant αs provided that qT is in the
perturbative domain, i.e., qT ≫ ΛQCD. This is the so-called CSS formalism and for a recent
review, see e.g. [35]. The CSS formalism has since then been extended and applied to many
processes including Higgs production and diphoton production [36–46]. Note that the CSS
formula receives corrections suppressed by powers of ΛQCD/qT ; therefore it breaks down for
qT <∼ ΛQCD, and one needs to introduce some non-perturbative form factors [34, 47, 48].
For processes involving strong-interacting particles in the final state, however, things
are much more complicated. For back-to-back hadron production, it has been shown in
[49, 50] by a counterexample that TMD factorization is not valid due to the appearance of
process-dependent Wilson lines in the transverse-momentum-dependent parton distribution
functions and fragmentation functions. On the other hand, the top quark is different from
light partons in the sense that its mass is much larger than ΛQCD and it also decays before
forming hadrons. It is therefore hopeful that for top quark pair production, TMD factor-
ization and hence transverse momentum resummation may work. In fact, by extending the
CSS formalism, resummation of the initial state radiations and the final state radiations at
a partially next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) accuracy has been studied in Refs. [51, 52].
However, they did not include the soft gluon exchanges between the initial and final state
partons and it was not known how to extend the analysis beyond the NLL accuracy.
In the past decade, soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) [53–55] has been proven to
be a very efficient tool to deal with soft and collinear radiations and solve factorization
and resummation problems. In the case of transverse momentum resummation, frameworks
equivalent to the CSS formalism have been developed for both the Drell-Yan process and
Higgs production [56–62]. Based on these works, in our recent paper [63], we developed for
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the first time a systematic all-order framework for the TMD factorization in top quark pair
production and performed the transverse momentum resummation at the NNLL accuracy.
In this paper, we show the details of our framework and the calculations of the resummation.
We also perform a non-trivial check of the qT spectrum at NNLO in fixed-order perturbation
theory, and give more numerical results based on our formula. Finally, we point out how to
use our results to construct a subtraction framework for tt¯ production at NNLO based on
the method of Ref. [64]. Recently, it was pointed out in Ref. [65] by studying the interactions
between top quarks and beam remnants that the power corrections to TMD factorization
in tt¯ production are of the order ΛQCD/p
′
T , where p
′
T is the transverse momentum of the
hardest parton recoiling against the tt¯ pair. In the sense of power corrections, ΛQCD/p
′
T is
not so different from our previous expectation ΛQCD/qT , and the actual size of the power
corrections can only be estimated by comparing to experimental data or employing some
non-perturbative methods, which is beyond the scope of our paper.
This paper is structured as follows. In the following section, we briefly review the basic
ideas of the effective field theory method and apply it to tt¯ production at hadron colliders to
obtain a factorization formula at small pair transverse momentum. In Section III, we present
the calculation of the soft functions at the NLO. We show in Section IV the renormalization
group (RG) equations for the hard and soft functions and the TMD PDFs. By solving these
RG equations we arrive at the final resummation formula. We expand the resummation
formula to NLO and NNLO in Section V and compare them with fixed-order calculations at
small transverse momentum. The phenomenological implications are discussed in Section VI.
We draw our conclusions in Section VII. Some expressions are collected in the Appendices
for readers’ convenience.
II. kT -FACTORIZATION FOR tt¯ PRODUCTION
In this section we present the derivation of kT factorization for tt¯ production using the
SCET and the heavy quark effective theory (HQET) [66–71]. The HQET was originally
developed to study decays of charmed and beauty hadrons. The first application of SCET
and HQET in top quark physics at hadron colliders was performed in [72] in the context of
threshold resummation for direct top quark production. The extension to top quark pair
production was shown in [14, 73–77], where the threshold resummation for the total cross
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section and various differential cross sections are performed. The transverse momentum
resummation discussed in this paper shares some similarity with threshold resummation
but is also genuinely different from that. In particular, the treatment of hard fluctuations
is exactly the same as in threshold resummation, and we will therefore reiterate certain
derivations in [14]. On the other hand, the treatment of soft and collinear radiations are
completely different from threshold resummation.
We consider the process
N1(P1) +N2(P2)→ t(p3) + t¯(p4) +X(pX) , (1)
whereX is an inclusive hadronic final state. At the leading order (LO), there are two partonic
processes, namely, the quark-antiquark annihilation process and gluon fusion process,
q(p1) + q¯(p2)→ t(p3) + t¯(p4) ,
g(p1) + g(p2)→ t(p3) + t¯(p4) , (2)
where p1 = ξ1P1 and p2 = ξ2P2. For later convenience, we define the following kinematic
variables
s = (P1 + P2)
2 , sˆ = (p1 + p2)
2 , M2 = (p3 + p4)
2 ,
t1 = (p1 − p3)2 −m2t , u1 = (p1 − p4)−m2t , τ =
M2 + q2T
s
, (3)
where qT is the transverse momentum of the tt¯ pair and mt is the top quark mass. The
kinematic region which we are interested in is
sˆ,M2, |t1|, |u1|, m2t ≫ q2T ≫ Λ2QCD . (4)
In this limit, only soft or collinear emissions can contribute and to study them, it is conve-
nient to introduce two light-like vectors n and n¯ along the directions of the colliding partons,
which satisfy n · n¯ = 2. In the lab frame, they can be written as
n = (1, 0, 0, 1), n¯ = (1, 0, 0,−1) . (5)
With the help of these two vectors, any four vector can be decomposed as
kµ = n · k n¯
µ
2
+ n¯ · kn
µ
2
+ kµ⊥ ≡ k+
n¯µ
2
+ k−
nµ
2
+ kµ⊥ . (6)
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In the small qT limit, we need to distinguish four different momentum regions
hard: kµ ∼M(1, 1, 1) ,
collinear: kµ ∼M(λ2, 1, λ) ,
anti-collinear: kµ ∼M(1, λ2, λ) ,
soft: kµ ∼M(λ, λ, λ) ,
where we denote momenta by their components kµ = (k+, k−, k⊥) and λ = qT/M . The top
quark momenta can be written as pµi = mtv
µ
i + k
µ
i (i = 3, 4) where v
2
i = 1 and the residue
momenta kµi scale like the soft mode. Note that threshold resummation is different since
it involves an ultrasoft region kµ ∼ M(λ2, λ2, λ2) but no soft region. To deal with these
momentum regions, the effective theory method is a very useful and generic framework,
which can separate the different regions at the field theoretical level and convert multi-scale
problems into single-scale problems.
To derive the factorization formula, we start with the effective Hamiltonian which con-
tributes to tt¯ production. It is the same as in threshold resummation and can be written as
[14]
Heff(x) =
∑
I,m
∫
dt1dt2 e
imt(v3+v4)·x
[
C˜qq¯Im(t1, t2)O
qq¯
Im(x, t1, t2) + C˜
gg
Im(t1, t2)O
gg
Im(x, t1, t2)
]
,
(7)
where I and m label the color structure and Dirac structure, respectively. The derivation
will be very similar for the qq¯ and the gg channels, with subtleties arising in the gg channel
related to the Lorentz structure. We will therefore show the details in the gg channel, with
the factorization formula in the qq¯ channel a natural extension. We will also suppress the
gg subscripts and superscripts unless necessary.
The operators in the qq¯ channel can be written as [14]
Oqq¯Im(x, t1, t2) =
∑
{a},{b}
(cqq¯I ){a} [O
h
m(x)]
b3b4 [Ocm(x, t1, t2)]
b1b2 [Os(x)]{a},{b} , (8)
with
[Ohm(x)]
b3b4 = h¯b3v3(x) Γ
′′
m h
b4
v4(x) , [O
c(x, t1, t2)]
b1b2 = χ¯b2n¯ (x+ t2n) Γ
′
m χ
b1
n (x+ t1n¯) ,
[Os(x)]{a},{b} = [S†v3(x)]
b3a3 [Sv4(x)]
a4b4 [S†n¯(x)]
b2a2 [Sn(x)]
a1b1 , (9)
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while the operators in the gg channel can be written as
OggIm(x, t1, t2) =
∑
{a},{b}
(cggI ){a} [O
h
m(x)]
µν
b3b4
[Oc(x, t1, t2)]
b1b2
µν [O
s(x)]{a},{b} , (10)
where
[Ohm(x)]
µν
b3b4
= h¯b3v3(x) Γ
µν
m h
b4
v4
(x) , [Oc(x, t1, t2)]
b1b2
µν = Ab1nµ⊥(x+ t1n¯)Ab2n¯ν⊥(x+ t2n) ,
[Os(x)]{a},{b} = [S†v3(x)]
b3a3 [Sv4(x)]
a4b4 [Sadj†n¯ (x)]
b2a2 [Sadjn (x)]
a1b1 . (11)
In the above, hv, χn Anµ⊥ are gauge-invariant fields for heavy quarks, collinear quarks
and collinear gluons in HQET and SCET, respectively. The index m labels different Dirac
structures and Γµνm , Γ
′
m, Γ
′′
m are combinations of Dirac matrices and the external vectors n,
n¯, v3 and v4. The indices ai and bi with i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are color indices which can be in either
the fundamental or adjoint representation depending on the particle involved. The tensors
cI define a basis in color space, which we choose the same way as in [14]. They are given by
(
cqq¯1
)
{a}
= δa1a2 δa3a4 ,
(
cqq¯2
)
{a}
= tca1a2 t
c
a3a4 ,
(cgg1 ){a} = δ
a1a2 δa3a4 , (c
gg
2 ){a} = if
a1a2c tca3a4 , (c
gg
3 ){a} = d
a1a2c tca3a4 . (12)
The soft Wilson lines are defined by
[Sn(x)]
ab = P exp
(
ig
∫ 0
−∞
dt n · Acs(x+ tn) tcab
)
,
[Sadjn (x)]
ab = P exp
(
ig
∫ 0
−∞
dt n · Acs(x+ tn) (−if cab)
)
, (13)
and similarly for the n¯, v3 and v4 directions.
To deal with the color indices, it is useful to introduce the color-space formalism of
[78, 79], which was extensively discussed in [14]. In this formalism, scattering amplitudes
and similar objects are treated as vectors in an abstract vector space, while color generators
and any objects involving them are treated as matrices in this vector space. We will use
boldface letters to denote color space matrices. For example, the soft operator in Eq. (11) is
a matrix Os(x), while the color basis in Eq. (12) are vectors |cI〉. As a result, the scattering
amplitude for the gg channel can be written as
|M(x)〉 =
∑
m
∫
dt1dt2 e
imt(v3+v4)·x
× 〈tt¯X ∣∣ [Ohm(x)]µν [Oc(x, t1, t2)]µν Os(x) ∣∣N1N2〉 ∣∣∣C˜m(t1, t2)〉 , (14)
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where the vectors of Wilson coefficients are defined as
∣∣∣C˜m(t1, t2)〉 =∑
I
C˜Im(t1, t2) |cI〉 . (15)
We can now write down the differential cross section for tt¯ production
dσ =
1
2s
d3~p3
(2π)32E3
d3~p4
(2π)32E4
∑
X
∫
d4x 〈M(x)|M(0)〉 . (16)
Using the fact that the fields in different sectors of the effective theory do not interact with
each other after absorbing the interactions into Wilson lines, we can factorize the squared
matrix element as
∑
X
〈M(x)|M(0)〉 =
∑
m,m′
∫
dt1dt2dt
′
1dt
′
2 e
−i(p3+p4)·x
×
〈
0
∣∣∣ [Oh†m′(0)]ρσ ∣∣∣ t(p3)t¯(p4)〉 〈t(p3)t¯(p4) ∣∣ [Ohm(0)]µν ∣∣ 0〉
×
∑
Xc
〈
N1(P1)
∣∣Anρ⊥(x+ + x⊥ + t′1n¯) ∣∣Xc〉 〈Xc | Anµ⊥(t1n¯) |N1(P1)〉
×
∑
Xc¯
〈
N2(P2)
∣∣An¯σ⊥(x− + x⊥ + t′2n) ∣∣Xc¯〉 〈Xc¯ | An¯ν⊥(t2n) |N2(P2)〉
×
∑
Xs
〈C˜m′(t′1, t′2)|
〈
0
∣∣Os†(x⊥) ∣∣Xs〉 〈Xs |Os(0) | 0〉 |C˜m(t1, t2)〉 , (17)
where Xc, Xc¯ and Xs denote the collinear, anti-collinear and soft final states, respectively,
and we have performed the multipole expansion for the collinear and soft fields.
In the above formula, the collinear matrix elements correspond to the PDFs. Since we
have x⊥ in the arguments of the collinear fields, we need the TMD PDFs [32, 33] which in
the transverse position space are defined as [62]
Bnq/N (z, x2T , µ) =
1
2π
∫
dt e−iztn¯·p 〈N(p)|χ¯a(tn¯+ x⊥)
/¯n
2
χa(0)|N(p)〉 ,
Bn¯q/N (z, x2T , µ) =
1
2π
∫
dt e−iztn·p 〈N(p)|χ¯a(tn+ x⊥) /n
2
χa(0)|N(p)〉 ,
Bµν,ng/N (z, x⊥, µ) = −
zn¯ · p
2π
∫
dt e−iztn¯·p 〈N(p)|Aµan⊥(tn¯ + x⊥)Aνan⊥(0)|N(p)〉 ,
Bµν,n¯g/N (z, x⊥, µ) = −
zn · p
2π
∫
dt e−iztn·p 〈N(p)|Aµan¯⊥(tn + x⊥)Aνan¯⊥(0)|N(p)〉 , (18)
where we have used the superscripts n and n¯ to label the moving direction of the initial
hadron. Inverting the definition above, we obtain the matrix elements that appeared in
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Eq. (17):
〈N1(P1)|Aanρ⊥(x+ + x⊥ + t′1n¯)Abnµ⊥(t1n¯)|N1(P1)〉
= −2δab
dg
∫ 1
0
dz1
z1
Bµρ,ng/N (z1, x⊥, µ) ei(x
++(t′1−t1)n¯)·p1 ,
〈N2(P2)|Aan¯σ⊥(x− + x⊥ + t′2n)Abn¯ν⊥(t2n)|N2(P2)〉
= −2δab
dg
∫ 1
0
dz2
z2
Bνσ,n¯g/N (z2, x⊥, µ) ei(x
−+(t′2−t2)n)·p2 , (19)
where we have identified p1 = z1P1 and p2 = z2P2, and dg = N
2 − 1 with N = 3 for QCD.
For the qq¯ channel we have similar equations
〈N1(P1)|χ¯a(tn¯+ x⊥) /¯n
2
χb(0)|N1(P1))〉
=
δab
dq
∫ 1
0
dz1
z1
[Bnq/N1(z, x2T , µ) + Bnq¯/N1(z, x2T , µ)] eitn¯·p1 n¯ · p1 ,
〈N2(P2)|χ¯a(tn+ x⊥) /n
2
χb(0)|N2(P2))〉
=
δab
dq
∫ 1
0
dz2
z2
[Bn¯q/N2(z, x2T , µ) + Bn¯q¯/N2(z, x2T , µ)] eitn·p2 n · p2 , (20)
where dq = N .
The integrals over t1, t2, t
′
1, t
′
2 now give rise to the momentum-space Wilson coefficients
|Cm〉 = |Cm(M,mt, cos θ, µ)〉 =
∫
dt1dt2 e
−it1n¯·p1−it2n·p2
∣∣∣C˜m(t1, t2)〉 . (21)
We can then define the hard function in the gg channel as
Hµνρσgg (M,mt, v3, µ) =
3
8
1
(4π)2
1
4dg
∑
m,m′
|Cm〉 〈Cm′ |
×
〈
0
∣∣∣ [Oh†m′(0)]ρσ ∣∣∣ t(p3)t¯(p4)〉 〈t(p3)t¯(p4) ∣∣ [Ohm(0)]µν ∣∣ 0〉 . (22)
We should now mention that the definitions of the TMD PDFs in Eq. (18) involve light-
cone singularities which are not regularized by dimensional regularization. These divergences
can be regularized in various ways [35, 58, 61, 80, 81], and the product of two such TMD
PDFs are free from the light-cone singularities. However, anomalous dependence on the
hard scale M remains, which was called “collinear anomaly” in [58]. In our framework we
adopt the analytic regularization of [80], and the product of the two TMD PDFs can be
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refactorized as [62]
Bµν,ng/N1(z1, x⊥, µ)B
ρσ,n¯
g/N2
(z2, x⊥, µ) =
(
x2TM
2
4e−2γE
)−Fgg(x2T ,µ)
Bµνg/N1(z1, x⊥, µ)B
ρσ
g/N2
(z2, x⊥, µ) ,
(23)
where x2T = −x2⊥. The anomalous dependence on M is factorized out and is controlled by
the function Fgg, while the B
µν
g/N functions are independent of M . Note also that we don’t
need to distinguish the n and n¯ directions for the Bµνg/N functions. There are two possible
Lorentz structures for the Bµνg/N functions, which we choose as
Bµνg/N (z, x⊥, µ) =
gµν⊥
2
Bg/N(z, x
2
T , µ) +
(
gµν⊥
2
+
xµ⊥x
ν
⊥
x2T
)
B′g/N (z, x
2
T , µ) . (24)
We finally turn to the soft part of Eq. (17), and define position space soft functions as
matrices in color space
W (x⊥, µ) =
1
dR
〈
0
∣∣ T¯[Os†(x⊥)]T[Os(0)] ∣∣ 0〉 , (25)
In the intermediate steps of calculating the soft functions, we also encounter light-cone
singularities of the same nature as in the TMD PDFs. For those we also use the scheme of
[80] for the regularization. In the final soft function, such singularities cancel when combining
different contributions. Note that for the Drell-Yan process and Higgs production, the soft
functions are trivial when adopting the regularization method of [80]. The appearance of
the soft function matrices is a reflection of the color exchange among initial state and final
state particles, and is a genuinely new feature of our framework.
Since we are interested in the momentum of the tt¯ pair, it is helpful to define q = p3+ p4
and insert the following identity into Eq. (16):
1 =
∫
d4q dM2 δ(4)(q − p3 − p4) δ(M2 − q2) . (26)
Performing the ~p4 and |~p3| integrals using the δ-functions, we arrive at a factorization formula
for the differential cross sections in the limit of small pair transverse momentum
dσ =
βt
6π2sM
dq2Tdy dM d cos θ
∫
xTdxT dφx dφq dφt e
iqTxT cos(φq−φx)
{
(
x2TM
2
4e−2γE
)−Fgg(x2T ,µ)
4Bµρg/N1(ξ1, x⊥, µ)B
νσ
g/N2(ξ2, x⊥, µ) Tr
[
Hµνρσgg (M,mt, v3, µ)Wgg(x⊥, µ)
]
+
(
x2TM
2
4e−2γE
)−Fqq¯(x2T ,µ)
Bq/N1(ξ1, x
2
T , µ)Bq¯/N2(ξ2, x
2
T , µ) Tr
[
Hqq¯(M,mt, cos θ, µ)Wqq¯(x⊥, µ)
]
+ (q ↔ q¯)
}
, (27)
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where we have also included the qq¯ channel, and βt =
√
1− 4m2t/M2, ξ1 =
√
τey, ξ2 =
√
τe−y. In the above formula, θ is the scattering angle of the top quark in the tt¯ rest frame,
φt, φq and φx are the azimuthal angles of v3, q⊥ and x⊥, respectively. The azimuthal integrals
can be simplified by noting that the integrand only depends on the two differences φq − φx
and φt − φx. Therefore
d4σ
dq2T dy dM d cos θ
=
8πβt
3sM
1
2
∫
xTdxT
dφ
2π
J0(xT qT )
{
(
x2TM
2
4e−2γE
)−Fgg(x2T ,µ)
4Bµρg/N1(ξ1, x⊥, µ)B
νσ
g/N2(ξ2, x⊥, µ) Tr
[
Hµνρσgg (M,mt, v3, µ)Wgg(x⊥, µ)
]
+
(
x2TM
2
4e−2γE
)−Fqq¯(x2T ,µ)
Bq/N1(ξ1, x
2
T , µ)Bq¯/N2(ξ2, x
2
T , µ) Tr
[
Hqq¯(M,mt, cos θ, µ)Wqq¯(x⊥, µ)
]
+ (q ↔ q¯)
}
, (28)
where φ is now the relative azimuthal angle between x⊥ and v3.
Eq. (28) is the master factorization formula of our paper, which is valid to all orders
in αs and to any logarithmic accuracy, up to power corrections of the sizes q
2
T /M
2 and
Λ2QCD/q
2
T . The appearance of the tensor structures in the gg channel was noted before in
the studies of the Higgs production [62, 82, 83]. The case for tt¯ production, however, is even
more complicated since the hard matching coefficient itself is a tensor. The situation can
be simplified if we restrict ourselves up to the NNLL accuracy. At this order, the second
Lorentz structure in the Bµνg/N functions does not contribute. This is guaranteed since B
′
g/N
vanishes at the leading order, and
∫ 2π
0
dφ gµρ⊥
(
gνσ
2
+
xν⊥x
σ
⊥
x2T
)
H(0),µνρσgg (M,mt, v3, µ) = 0 , (29)
where H
(0),µνρσ
gg is the leading order coefficient of Hµνρσgg in the perturbative expansion in
αs. Once this is true, the dependence on φ in the integrand of Eq. (28) now resides only in
the soft functions. This fact motivates us to define new soft functions as
Si¯i(L⊥,M,mt, cos θ, µ) =
∫
dφ
2π
W (x⊥, µ) , (30)
where
L⊥ = ln
x2Tµ
2
4e−2γE
. (31)
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Note that the soft function defined in this way doesn’t obey non-abelian exponentiation
theorem. The reason is that the extra phase space integration over φ doesn’t factorize. This
means that at NNLO, the scale independent terms proportional to C2F cannot be obtained
by simply exponentiating the NLO results, but have to be recalculated. Fortunately, for
the logarithmic accuracy studied in this paper, those terms are not needed. The simplified
factorization formula, valid up to the NNLL accuracy, now reads
d4σ
dq2T dy dM d cos θ
=
∑
i=q,q¯,g
8πβt
3sM
1
2
∫
xTdxT J0(xT qT )
(
x2TM
2
4e−2γE
)−Fi¯i(x2T ,µ)
× Bi/N1(ξ1, x2T , µ)Bi¯/N2(ξ2, x2T , µ) Tr
[
Hi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µ)Si¯i(L⊥,M,mt, cos θ, µ)
]
. (32)
This formula will be the starting point of our NNLL transverse momentum resummation in
the following.
III. NLO RESULTS FOR THE HARD AND SOFT FUNCTIONS AND THE TMD
PDFS
In this section, we present the NLO calculations for the hard and soft functions and the
TMD PDFs which are relevant for the NNLL transverse momentum resummation. While
the hard functions and the TMD PDFs at NLO are already available in the literature, the
transverse soft function is new in our framework and is a major difference from the Drell-
Yan process or Higgs production. Therefore, we will first discuss the calculation of the soft
function.
The soft functions are defined in Eq. (25) and Eq. (30). We define the perturbative
expansions of them as
Si¯i(L⊥,M,mt, cos θ, µ) =
∞∑
n=0
S
(n)
i¯i
(αs
4π
)n
. (33)
Up to now we have been treating the soft functions as abstract matrices in color space.
In practice, it is more convenient to cast them into a matrix form by defining the matrix
elements
SIJ = 〈cI |S|cJ〉 . (34)
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams contributing to the NLO soft functions. The double lines represent the
Wilson lines in the directions along the top and anti-top quarks’ movement. The single lines are
the Wilson lines in the light-cone directions.
In this form, the LO soft functions for the qq¯ and gg channels are given by
S
(0)
qq¯ =

N 0
0 CF
2

 , S(0)gg =


N 0 0
0 N
2
0
0 0 N
2−4
2N

 . (35)
At the NLO, the soft functions receive contributions from the diagrams depicted in Fig. 1.
We can write the bare soft functions as
S
(1),bare
i¯i
=
∑
j,k
wi¯ijk Ijk , (36)
where wi¯ijk is the NLO color matrices defined by(
wi¯ijk
)
IJ
=
1
dR
〈cI |Tj · Tk|cJ〉 , (37)
with Tj the color generator associated with the parton j. These matrices can be found in
Ref. [14]. Ijk are integrals of the form
Ijk = −(4πµ
2)ǫ
π2−ǫ
∫ 2π
0
dφ
∫
ddk
( ν
n · k
)α
δ(k2) θ(k0)
vj · vk e−ix⊥·k⊥
vj · k vk · k , (38)
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where the analytic regularization method of Ref. [80] is used. We show an example for
calculating I13 in Appendix B. The results for the non-vanishing integrals are
I13 =
(
L⊥ +
1
ǫ
)(
− 2
α
+ ln
µ2
ν2
+ 2 ln
−t1
mtM
)
+
1
ǫ2
− L
2
⊥
2
− π
2
12
− Li2
(
1− t1u1
m2tM
2
)
,
I23 =
(
L⊥ +
1
ǫ
)(
2
α
− ln µ
2
ν2
+ 2 ln
−u1
mtM
)
− 1
ǫ2
+
L2⊥
2
+
π2
12
− Li2
(
1− t1u1
m2tM
2
)
,
I34 = −(1 + β
2
t ) lnxs
βt
(
L⊥ +
1
ǫ
+ f34
)
,
I33 = I44 = 2L⊥ +
2
ǫ
− 2 ln
(
t1u1
m2tM
2
)
,
I14 = I13(t1 ↔ u1) , I24 = I23(u1 ↔ t1) , (39)
where xs = (1− βt)/(1 + βt) and
f34 = −Li2
(
−xs tan2 θ
2
)
+ Li2
(
− 1
xs
tan2
θ
2
)
+ 4 ln xs ln cos
θ
2
. (40)
The contribution from soft gluon exchange between initial states, i.e. I12, vanishes be-
cause the corresponding integral is scaleless in the regularization scheme we adopt. If we
had adopted other regularization methods such as that of Ref. [61], I12 could give a non-
vanishing contribution. However, this contribution can always be absorbed into the two
collinear sectors, so that our framework, in particular our soft function, is independent of
the regularization scheme used.
Combining the integrals with the color matrices, and renormalizing in the MS scheme,
we arrive at the final form of the NLO soft functions
S
(1)
i¯i
= 4L⊥
(
2w13i¯i ln
−t1
mtM
+ 2w23i¯i ln
−u1
mtM
+w33i¯i
)
− 4 (w13i¯i +w23i¯i )Li2
(
1− t1u1
m2tM
2
)
+ 4w33i¯i ln
t1u1
m2tM
2
− 2w34i¯i
1 + β2t
βt
[
L⊥ ln xs + f34
]
. (41)
Note that while the individual integrals in Eq. (39) contain poles in the analytic regulator
α, these divergences cancel in the final soft functions, together with the dependence on the
unphysical scale ν.
We now turn to the hard functions. They are the absolute values squared of the Wilson
coefficients of the operators, which can be obtained by matching the full theory onto SCET.
The LO hard functions are simple to calculate, which are just the tree-level amplitude
squared, decomposed into the color basis in Eq. (12). For the NLO hard functions, we
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work with on-shell external particles. As a result, the loop integrals in SCET are scaleless
and vanish. Therefore, the NLO hard functions can be obtained by computing the one-
loop virtual diagrams for top quark pair production. The NLO virtual corrections for tt¯
production have been calculated long ago [1–3]. However, they are not color-decomposed
and are not suitable for extracting the hard functions. In Ref. [14], the one-loop amplitudes
decomposed into the color basis were calculated, and the NLO hard functions were extracted
there, which we will take over. Up to NLO, the hard functions can be expressed as
Hi¯i =
3α2s
8di
(
H
(0)
i¯i
+
αs
4π
H
(1)
i¯i
)
. (42)
Similar to the soft functions, the matrix form of the hard functions is defined by
HIJ =
1
〈cI |cI〉 〈cJ |cJ〉 〈cI |H|cJ〉 . (43)
The leading order hard function matrices are
H
(0)
qq¯ =

0 0
0 2

[t21 + u21
M4
+
2m2t
M2
]
,
H(0)gg =


1
N2
1
N
t1−u1
M2
1
N
1
N
t1−u1
M2
(t1−u1)2
M4
t1−u1
M2
1
N
t1−u1
M2
1

 M
4
2t1u1
[
t21 + u
2
1
M4
+
4m2t
M2
− 4m
4
t
t1u1
]
. (44)
The expressions for the NLO hard functions are rather lengthy, and we have obtained them
from the electronic file associated with the arXiv submission of Ref. [74].
We finally discuss the TMD PDFs. The Bq/N and Bg/N functions introduced in Section II
are intrinsically non-perturbative objects. For xT ≪ 1/ΛQCD, they can be matched onto the
normal PDFs [58] via
Bq/N (z, x
2
T , µ) =
∑
i
∫
dξ
ξ
Iq←i(ξ, L⊥, µ)φi/N(z/ξ, µ) ,
Bg/N (z, x
2
T , µ) =
∑
i
∫
dξ
ξ
Ig←i(ξ, L⊥, µ)φi/N(z/ξ, µ) , (45)
with perturbatively calculable matching coefficient functions Ii←j. At leading order the
Ii←j functions are given by I
(0)
i←j(z, L⊥, µ) = δij δ(1 − z). The NLO results for them have
been calculated in Refs. [58, 62]. We collect those results in Appendix A for the readers’
convenience.
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IV. RG EVOLUTION AND TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM RESUMMATION
In our formalism, the factorization scale µ is chosen at the typical soft/collinear scale
where the soft functions and the TMD PDFs can be expanded in the perturbation theory.
The resummation of large logarithms is achieved by evolving the hard functions from the
hard scale µh down to the factorization scale. In this section, we present the RG equations
for the various functions and the final form of the resummation formula. The explicit
expressions for the relevant anomalous dimensions are collected in Appendix A.
The treatment for the Ii←j functions are the same as in Ref. [59]. For completeness, we
briefly summarize it here. The Ii←j functions, as defined in Eq. (45), satisfy the following
RG equation
d
d lnµ
Ii←j(z, L⊥, αs) =
[
Γicusp(αs)L⊥ − 2γi(αs)
]
Ii←j(z, L⊥, αs)
−
∑
k
∫ 1
z
dξ
ξ
Ii←k(ξ, L⊥, αs)Pkj(z/ξ, αs) , (46)
where Γicusp are the cusp anomalous dimensions, γ
i are the single parton anomalous dimen-
sions and Pkj are the DGLAP splitting functions. While we are going to choose the scale µ
such that the Ii←j functions contain no large logarithms, it has been shown in Ref. [59] that
it is essential to exponentiate the double logarithmic terms in the Ii←j functions. This can
be achieved by defining
Iq←i(z, L⊥, αs) ≡ ehq(L⊥,αs) I¯q←i(z, L⊥, αs) ,
Ig←i(z, L⊥, αs) ≡ ehg(L⊥,αs) I¯g←i(z, L⊥, αs) , (47)
where hi(L⊥, αs) satisfies the evolution equation
d
d lnµ
hi(L⊥, αs) = Γ
i
cusp(αs)L⊥ − 2γi(αs) . (48)
The expressions for hi(L⊥, αs) have been given in Ref. [59]. The new functions I¯g←i(z, L⊥, αs)
evolve exactly following the DGLAP equations with an opposite sign. With Eq. (45) and
Eq. (47), the NNLL factorization formula Eq. (32) now becomes
d4σ
dq2T dy dM d cos θ
=
∑
i=q,q¯,g
∑
a,b
8πβtM
3s(M2 + q2T )
∫ 1
ξ1
dz1
z1
∫ 1
ξ2
dz2
z2
fa/N1(ξ1/z1, µ) fb/N2(ξ2/z2, µ)
× Ci¯i←ab(z1, z2, qT ,M,mt, cos θ, µ) , (49)
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where
Ci¯i←ab(z1, z2, qT ,M, cos θ,mt, µ) =
1
2
∫ ∞
0
xTdxT J0(xT qT ) exp
[
gi(ηi, L⊥, αs)
]
× I¯i←a(z1, L⊥, αs) I¯i¯←b(z2, L⊥, αs) Tr
[
Hi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µ)Si¯i(L⊥,M,mt, cos θ, µ)
]
. (50)
Here ηi = (Ciαs/π) ln(M
2/µ2) with Cq = CF and Cg = CA. The gi function is given by
gi(ηi, L⊥, αs) = −
(
ln
M2
µ2
+ L⊥
)
Fi¯i(L⊥, αs) + 2hi(L⊥, αs) . (51)
As described in Ref. [59], for very small qT we must reorganize the resummation procedure
by using the modified power counting scheme, where (αsL⊥)
n are counted as order ǫn/2, with
ǫ an auxiliary expansion parameter. The NLL accuracy should contain terms up to order ǫ0
and the NNLL accuracy means up to order ǫ1. Within this power counting scheme, the gi
functions can be written as [59, 62]
gi(ηi, L⊥, αs) =− [ηiL⊥]ǫ−1/2 −
[
as(Γ
i
0 + ηiβ0)
L2⊥
2
]
ǫ0
−
[
as(2γ
i
0 + ηiK)L⊥ + a
2
s(Γ
i
0 + ηiβ0) β0
L3⊥
3
]
ǫ1/2
(52)
−
[
asηid2 + a
2
s(KΓ
i
0 + 2γ
i
0β0 + ηi(β1 + 2Kβ0))
L2⊥
2
+ a3s(Γ
i
0 + ηiβ0)β
2
0
L4⊥
4
]
ǫ
−O(ǫ3/2) ,
where
as =
αs
4π
, K =
(
67
9
− π
2
3
)
CA − 20
9
TFnf , d2 =
(
202
27
− 7ζ3
)
CA − 56
27
TFnf . (53)
And with NNLL accuracy, the I¯i←j(z, L⊥, αs) functions are given by
I¯i←j(z, L⊥, αs) = δij δ(1− z)−
[
asP(1)ij (z)
L⊥
2
]
ǫ1/2
+
[
asR(1)ij (z) + a2s
(
Dij(z)− 2β0P(1)ij (z)
) L2⊥
8
]
ǫ
+O(ǫ3/2) , (54)
where Dij(z) is defined as
Dij(z) =
∑
k
∫ 1
z
dξ
ξ
P(1)ik (ξ)P(1)kj (z/ξ) . (55)
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The RG evolution of the hard functions is the same as in the threshold resummation for
top quark pair production studied in [14], which can be written as
d
d lnµ
Hi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µ) = Γ
H
i¯i (M,mt, cos θ, µ)Hi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µ)
+Hi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µ)Γ
H†
i¯i
(M,mt, cos θ, µ) , (56)
where ΓHi¯i are the anomalous dimensions of the hard functions and can be found in Ref. [84]
for both the qq¯ and gg initial states. It will be convenient to split ΓHi¯i into two parts
ΓHi¯i =
[
Γicusp(αs)
(
ln
M2
µ2
− iπ
)
+ 2γi(αs)
]
1+ γhi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, αs) . (57)
The solution to Eq. (56) is
Hi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µ) = U
H
i¯i (M,mt, cos θ, µh, µ)Hi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µh)U
H†
i¯i
(M,mt, cos θ, µh, µ) ,
(58)
where UHi¯i is given by
UHi¯i (M,mt, cos θ, µh, µ) = exp
[
2Si(µh, µ)− 2aγi(µh, µ)
](M2
µ2h
)−aΓi
× uhi¯i(M,mt, cosθ, µh, µ) . (59)
The functions Si(µh, µ) and aΓi are defined as
Si(µh, µ) = −
∫ αs(µ)
αs(µh)
dα
Γicusp(α)
β(α)
∫ α
αs(µh)
dα′
β(α′)
, aΓi(µh, µ) = −
∫ αs(µ)
αs(µh)
dα
Γicusp(α)
β(α)
, (60)
and similarly for aγi . The matrix u
h
i¯i is
uhi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µh, µ) = P exp
∫ αs(µ)
αs(µh)
dα
β(α)
γhi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µh, µ) . (61)
Using the method shown in Refs. [85, 86], the matrix function uhi¯i can be obtained as follows:
uhi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µh, µ) = V
(
1 +
αs(µ)
4π
K
)[
αs(µh)
αs(µ)
]γh(0)i¯i
2β0
D
(
1− αs(µh)
4π
K
)
V −1 , (62)
with
γ
h(0)
i¯i,D
= V −1 γ
h(0)
i¯i
V
KIJ =
β1
2β20
δIJ
(
γ
h(0)
i¯i,D
)
II
−
[
V −1 γ
h(1)
i¯i
V
]
IJ
2β0 +
(
γ
h(0)
i¯i,D
)
II
−
(
γ
h(0)
i¯i,D
)
JJ
, (63)
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where the subscript D is used to label the diagonalized matrix. Finally, the solution of
Eq. (56) is
Hi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µh, µ) = exp
[
4Si(µh, µ)− 4aγi(µh, µ)
](M2
µ2h
)−2aΓi
× uhi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µh, µ)Hi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µh)uh†i¯i (M,mt, cos θ, µh, µ) . (64)
From the evolution equations of the hard functions and the TMD PDFs, we can derive
the RGEs of the soft functions as follows
d
d lnµ
Si¯i(L⊥,M,mt, cos θ, µ) =− γs†i¯i (M,mt, cos θ, µ)Si¯i(L⊥,M,mt, cos θ, µ)
− Si¯i(L⊥,M,mt, cos θ, µ)γsi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µ) , (65)
with γsi¯i = γ
h
i¯i. Similar to the treatment of the I functions, we can factor out certain
logarithmic terms from the soft functions to the exponent by
Si¯i(L⊥,M,mt, cos θ, µ) = u
s†
i¯i
(M,mt, cos θ, µ) S¯i¯i(L⊥,M,mt, cos θ, αs(µ))u
s
i¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µ) ,
(66)
where
d
d lnµ
usi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µ) = −usi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µ)γsi¯i(M,mt, cos θ, µ) ,
d
d lnµ
S¯i¯i(L⊥,M,mt, cos θ, αs(µ)) = 0 . (67)
Following the same procedure as for ui¯ih , we can obtain u
i¯i
s . And similar to the case of
the hi functions, we choose the boundary conditions as u
s
i¯i(M,mt, cos θ, b0/xT ) = 1, where
b0 = 2e
−2γE . In the S¯ functions, the µ-dependence through αs(µ) and L⊥ cancels each other,
and up to the NLO, they are given by
S¯i¯i(L⊥,M,mt, cos θ, αs(µ)) = Si¯i(0,M,mt, cos θ, µ) . (68)
With these RG improved hard and soft functions, we can now perform the qT resummation
according to Eq. (49) and (50). To give precise prediction, we resum the singular terms to
all orders and include the non-singular terms up to NLO, which can be written as
dσNNLL+NLO
dqT
=
dσNNLL
dqT
+
(
dσNLO
dqT
− dσ
NNLL
dqT
∣∣∣∣
expanded to NLO
)
. (69)
In Eq. (69), the exact NLO QCD corrections can be calculated by public codes such as
MCFM [87] and the expansion of the resummed formula will be shown in the next section.
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V. THE qT SPECTRUM OF tt¯ AT FIXED ORDER
To verify the correctness of our factorization formula and our soft functions, we can
expand our qT spectrum to the NLO and the NNLO, and compare with existing results in
the literature. We can also reproduce the NLO total cross sections using a variation of the
qT subtraction method of [64], which can be compared to the known results.
We start from Eq. (49) and Eq. (50). We will expand the Ci¯i←ab functions to the NNLO,
which will contain L⊥ up to power 4. We will then need to carry out the Fourier transform
to the qT space. The relevant transformation can be performed as follows [58]
1
2
∫
xTdxT J0(xT qT )L
n
⊥
(
x2Tµ
2
4e−2γE
)−η
= (−∂η)n 1
q2T
(
µ2
q2T
)−η
Γ(1− η)
e2ηγEΓ(η)
. (70)
This relation works only when 1/4 < η < 1 and the range can be analytically continued to
0 < η < 1. We can then take the limit η → 0 after carry out the derivatives. The Fourier
transformation of Ln⊥ then corresponds to the following replacements
1→ δ(q2T ), L⊥ → −
[
1
q2T
][µ2]
∗
, L2⊥ → −
[
2
q2T
ln
µ2
q2T
][µ2]
∗
,
L3⊥ → −
[
3
q2T
ln2
µ2
q2T
][µ2]
∗
− 4ζ3 δ(q2T ) , L4⊥ → −
[
4
q2T
ln3
µ2
q2T
][µ2]
∗
+ 16ζ3
[
1
q2T
][µ2]
∗
, (71)
where the definition for the star-distribution can be found in, e.g., Ref. [88]. We briefly show
the properties of the star-distribution as follows
[
f(q2T )
][m2]
∗
= f(q2T ) for qT > 0 ,∫ m2
0
dq2T
[
f(q2T )
][m2]
∗
g(q2T ) =
∫ m2
0
dq2T f(q
2
T )
[
g(q2T )− g(0)
]
,
[
f(q2T )
][m2]
∗
=
[
f(qT )
2
][m′2]
+ δ(q2T )
∫ m′2
m2
dp2T f(p
2
T ) . (72)
With the one-loop Ii←j and soft functions, we can get the qT distribution for top quark pair
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production at NLO in the small qT region. The results are given by
d4σ
dq2T dy dM d cos θ
=
βtα
3
s
4sM
∑
i=q,q¯,g
1
di
×
{
fi/N1(ξ1) fi¯/N2(ξ2) Tr
[
H
(0)
i¯i
(
Ai¯i
[
1
q2T
ln
M2
q2T
][µ2]
∗
+Bi¯i
[
1
q2T
][µ2]
∗
)
+Ci¯i δ(q
2
T )
]
+ Tr
[
H
(0)
i¯i
S
(0)
i¯i
] [∑
a
[(
P(1)ia
2
[
1
q2T
][µ2]
∗
+R(1)ia δ(q2T )
)
⊗ fa/N1
]
(ξ1) fi¯/N2(ξ2)
+
∑
b
fi/N1(ξ1)
[(
P(1)
i¯b
2
[
1
q2T
][µ2]
∗
+R(1)
i¯b
δ(q2T )
)
⊗ fb/N2
]
(ξ2)
]}
+O(q2T ) ,
(73)
where
Ai¯i = Γ
i
0 S
(0)
i¯i
,
Bi¯i = 2γ
i
0 S
(0)
i¯i
− 4w33i¯i +
2(1 + β2t ) ln xs
βt
w34i¯i − 8 ln
−t1
mtM
w13i¯i − 8 ln
−u1
mtM
w23i¯i ,
Ci¯i =H
(1)
i¯i
S
(0)
i¯i
+
(
H
(0)
i¯i
S
(1)
i¯i
∣∣
L⊥→0
)
. (74)
In the previous work [63], we have shown that the leading singular terms in Eq. (73) agree
well with the exact results at the QCD NLO level in the small transverse momentum region.
However, the NLO qT spectrum receives no contribution from the δ(q
2
T ) terms in Eq. (73).
To check the soft functions further, we now reproduce the total cross section at NLO for top
quark pair production. Using the phase space slicing method, the NLO total cross section
can be divided into two parts: small qT region denoted by σI, which can be obtained by
integrating the distribution in Eq. (73) in the approximation of neglecting O(q2T /M2) terms,
and the large qT part labeled by σII, which is infrared safe and can be numerically computed
directly. Thus the total cross section is given by
σNLO =
∫ q2T,cut
0
dq2T
dσNLO
dq2T
+
∫ ∞
q2T,cut
dq2T
dσNLO
dq2T
= σI + σII . (75)
We can make numerical calculation to clarify the correctness of Eq. (75). In our numerical
calculation, we use the MSTW2008NLO PDFs [89] and set mt = 172.5 GeV. We show the
numerical results at the 7 TeV LHC in Fig. 2. It can be seen that the dependence on qT,cut
is canceled when we sum σI and σII. Fig. 2 shows that the total cross section computed from
our formula is in perfect agreement with the one calculated by MCFM, and is independent
of qT,cut when qT,cut is sufficiently small.
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FIG. 2. The NLO total cross section for tt¯ production at the LHC with
√
s = 7 TeV. The red
dotted line represents σI and the blue dot-dashed line stands for σII. The total cross section is
shown as the black solid line. In the lower plot, the red dash-dotted line represents the result
calculated by MCFM, to which we found perfect agreement.
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FIG. 3. The hadronic qT distribution for top quark pair production. The left plot shows the leading
singular qT -distribution (red solid line) at NNLO compared with the exact result (blue dash-dotted
line) computed using POWHEG BOX. The right plot shows the small qT region.
We can now proceed to calculate the leading singular qT distribution at the NNLO.
For that we will need all the L⊥-dependent terms in the NNLO functions F
(2), I
(2)
i←j and
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S
(2)
i¯i
, which can be obtained from the RG equations and the known results for the two-loop
splitting functions and anomalous dimensions. We write the cross section as
d3σ
dq2TdMd cos θ
=
∑
i=q,q¯,g
∑
a,b
8πβt
3sM
∫
z1z2>τ
dz1dz2
z1z2
Ci¯i←ab(z1, z2, qT ,M, cos θ,mt, µ)
×
∫
dx
x
fa/N1(x, µ)fb/N2(
τ
xz1z2
, µ) , (76)
where the perturbative expansion of the partonic cross section is
Ci¯i←ab(z1, z2, qT ,M,mt, cos θ, µ) =
∑
n
(αs
4π
)n
C
(n)
i¯i←ab
(z1, z2, qT ,M,mt, cos θ, µ) . (77)
At the NNLO level, the partonic cross section can be expanded as
∫
dz1
z1
dz2
z2
δ(z − z1z2)C(2)i¯i←ab(z1, z2, qT ,M,mt, cos θ, µ) =
(
Σ
(2,0)
i¯i←ab
+ 4/3ζ3Σ
(2,3)
i¯i←ab
)
δ(q2T )
+
(
Σ
(2,1)
i¯i←ab
+ 4ζ3Σ
(2,4)
i¯i←ab
) 1
q2T
+Σ
(2,2)
i¯i←ab
1
q2T
ln
q2T
µ2
+Σ
(2,3)
i¯i←ab
1
q2T
ln2
q2T
µ2
+Σ
(2,4)
i¯i←ab
1
q2T
ln3
q2T
µ2
+O(q2T ) ,
(78)
where the functions C
(2)
i¯i←ab
are the NNLO coefficients of the functions Ci¯i←ab and we have
suppressed the arguments of the functions Σ
(2,m)
i¯i←ab
(z,M,mt, cos θ, µ). From our current knowl-
edge, we can calculate the coefficients Σ
(2,m)
i¯i←ab
for m = 1, 2, 3, 4, which are sufficient for the
qT spectrum. The explicit expressions for them are too lengthy to be presented in the text,
and we give them in a Mathematica notebook file associated with the arXiv submission of
this paper. The coefficient Σ
(2,0)
i¯i←ab
is crucial for computing the NNLO total cross section
using the qT subtraction method. It receives contributions from the L⊥-independent terms
in I
(2)
i←j and S
(2)
i¯i
, as well as the NNLO hard functions Hi¯i. These are still not available
except the matching coefficient Iq←q, whose NNLO result has been calculated in Ref. [90].
The left plot in Fig. 3 shows the numerical results of the NLO and NNLO qT distributions,
calculated using Eq. (73) and (78). Shown together is the exact NNLO distribution calcu-
lated using POWHEG BOX [91–94], which implements the results of [95]. It can be seen
that the leading singular distribution at the NNLO agrees well with the exact result, which
is a very strong support of our framework. The right plot shows the small qT region with
a logarithmic scale for the qT axis. As expected from Eq. (78), the distribution is a cubic
function of ln(qT ).
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FIG. 4. The transverse momentum distribution of top quark pair at the LHC with
√
s = 7 TeV,
using different values for ΛNP. The left plot shows the total differential cross section at the NNLL
accuracy. The right plot shows the contributions from qq¯ initial states.
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In this section, we present the numerical results of the NNLL transverse momentum
resummation. We set the top quark mass to be 172.5 GeV, and use MSTW2008NNLO
PDFs. Following Ref. [59] for the Drell-Yan process and Ref. [62] for the Higgs production,
we choose the factorization scale to be µi = q∗i + qT , where q
∗
i is determined from
q∗i =M exp
(
− 2π
Γi0 αs(q
∗
i )
)
. (79)
Our factorization formula is formally valid in the region ΛQCD ≪ qT ≪ M . When qT ∼
ΛQCD, there are corrections in powers of xTΛQCD, which comes form the operator-product
expansion of the transverse PDFs [59]. These power corrections are of non-perturbative
origin and one must model them using some ansatz. Following Ref. [59], we choose a simple
model such that the TMD PDFs are replaced by
Bi/N (z, x
2
T , µ) = B
pert
i/N (z, x
2
T , µ) fhadr(xTΛ
i
NP) , (80)
where ΛiNP is a hadronic scale with i = q, g, and fhadr(xTΛNP) is
fhadr(xTΛNP) = exp(−Λ2NPx2T ) . (81)
Fig. 4 shows the ΛNP dependence of the NNLL resummed transverse momentum distribution
of the top quark pair at the LHC with
√
s = 7 TeV. The left plot shows the total differential
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FIG. 5. The qT distributions with scale uncertainties. The black, green and red bands represent
the predictions from our NNLL+NLO resummed formula, POWHEG+PYTHIA and PYTHIA,
respectively.
cross section while the right plot shows the contributions from the qq¯ channel. Obviously,
the non-perturbative form factor have very tiny effect on the total distribution. This can
be understood since q∗g
>∼ 14.0 GeV is far away form the non-perturbative region, and the
dominant contribution to tt¯ production at the LHC comes from the gg channel. For the
qq¯ channel, q∗q
>∼ 3.0 GeV, and the long-distance effects are expected to have a stronger
influence, which can be seen from the right plot in Fig. 4. In our numerics in the following,
we set ΛiNP = 0.6 GeV to simulate the nonperturbative effects for tt¯ production.
We now make predictions for the transverse momentum distribution of the top quark pair,
and compare them with results from parton shower (PS) methods and with experimental
data. According to Eq. (69), we obtain the theoretical predictions at the NNLL+NLO accu-
racy. In Fig. 5, we compare the NNLL+NLO resummed distribution with the results from
the LO+PS program PYTHIA 8.1 [96] and from NLO+PS program POWHEG+PYTHIA
[97], where the top quark pair production process is used. Here and in the following, we
choose the central value for µh to be M , and the perturbative uncertainties are estimated
by varying µh, µ
q and µg by a factor of 2 around their central values. When using PYTHIA,
we turn off the hadronization and the decay of top quark. It can be observed that when
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going from LO+PS to NLO+PS, the differential cross sections are significantly increased,
especially in the peak region. Our NNLL+NLO resummed result add another 30% for
the peak, while at large qT it’s slightly smaller than the NLO+PS result. We also note
that the uncertainties of the resummed predictions are much smaller than those obtained
by POWHEG+PYTHIA and PYTHIA.
In Table I and Fig. 6, we compare the resummed prediction for the normalized differential
cross section 1/σdσ/dqT with experimental data from the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations.
In Table I, the data was measured by the ATLAS Collaboration in the lepton+jets channel
[23] with
√
s = 7 TeV and is grouped in 3 bins up to 1.1 TeV. Our NNLL+NLO resummed
predictions are consistent with the data in all 3 bins within theoretical and experimental
uncertainties. We note that in the small qT region the theoretical uncertainties of our predic-
tions are well under-control. At large transverse momentum, however, the scale dependence
is rather large. This can be understood since for large qT the differential cross sections are
dominated by hard gluon emissions, which are not captured by the resummation of soft and
collinear emissions. The behavior at large qT can be improved by matching our resummed
results to the NLO results for tt¯+jet production calculated in [95, 98–100], which we leave
for future update of our work. In Fig. 6, we present the normalized qT distribution at the
8 TeV LHC and compare the theoretical predictions with the data measured by the CMS
Collaboration [26]. It can be seen that the resummed results are consistent with the experi-
mental data. The only small difference is in the first bin, where our prediction is higher than
the measured result. We note that in the first bin in Table I, our prediction is also slightly
higher than the ATLAS data, albeit with a better agreement. A possible effect which will
decrease the differential cross section at small qT is again coming from matching to the NLO
results for tt¯+jet. This will increase the differential cross section at large qT , and hence will
affect the shape globally after normalizing.
Now we turn to the forward-backward asymmetry in top quark pair production at the
Tevatron. The qT -dependent asymmetry is defined as
AFB(qT ) =
σF (qT )− σB(qT )
σF (qT ) + σB(qT )
, (82)
where
σF (qT ) =
∫ 1
0
d cos θ
d2σ
d cos θdqT
, σB(qT ) =
∫ 0
−1
d cos θ
d2σ
d cos θdqT
. (83)
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qT [GeV]
1/σdσ/dqT [1/TeV]
NNLL+NLO ATLAS [23]
0 ∼ 40 15.5+0.7(+5%)−0.6(−4%) 14 ± 2(±14%)
40 ∼ 170 2.4+0.3(+13%)−0.2(−8%) 3.0 ± 0.3(±10%)
170 ∼ 1100 0.078+0.031(+40%)−0.026(−33%) 0.051 ± 0.008(±16%)
TABLE I. Normalized differential cross section 1/σdσ/dqT at the 7 TeV LHC. The experiment
results are measured by the ATLAS Collaboration in the lepton+jets channel.
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FIG. 6. Comparison of normalized qT distribution between the theoretical prediction and the
experimental data from the CMS Collaboration at the 8 TeV LHC. The red band is the data
measured by CMS. The black band is the resummed prediction at NNLL+NLO accuracy.
The forward-backward asymmetry has been measured by the CDF [28, 101] and D0 [29]
Collaborations and was found to be larger than the SM prediction. To find out the possible
origin of the asymmetry, it is instructive to study its kinematic dependence. For example,
the invariant-mass-dependent asymmetry has been measured by the CDF Collaboration
[101] and it was found that the discrepancy is mainly in the high invariant mass region.
In [30, 31], it has been shown that the asymmetry also has intriguing dependence on the
pair transverse momentum. In particular, by concentrating in the small qT region, one can
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FIG. 7. The qT -dependent forward-backward asymmetry. The black points represent the experi-
mental data. The red solid line and the red dashed line are the resummed results at NNLL+NLO
with different hard scales. The blue dotted line shows the prediction from PYTHIA.
increase the asymmetry which leads to a better signal. Apparently, in the small qT region, it
is essential to use our framework to resum the soft and collinear gluon effects. Fig. 7 shows
the theoretical predictions and the experimental results at the Tevatron. Here the CDF data
is extracted from Ref. [28]. We observe that our resummed results are consistent with the
experimental data, and have better agreements than the results of PYTHIA. We, however,
note that the central values of our predictions in the intermediate qT region is slightly lower
than the central values of the data. It would be interesting to see if matching to the NLO
results for tt¯+jet can reduce the difference.
VII. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Based on SCET and HQET, we have developed a framework for transverse momentum
resummation for top quark pair production at hadron colliders. We have shown the details
of the derivation of the factorization formula in the limit of small pair transverse momentum.
In the procedure of factorization, we first of all integrate out the hard fluctuations and obtain
the hard functions. We then describe the collinear and soft emissions in terms of the TMD
PDFs and the transverse soft functions, respectively. The resummation of large logarithms
is achieved by renormalization group evolution.
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In order to validate our resummation formula, we expand it to the NLO and the NNLO
to obtain the leading singular terms at these orders. We then compare the transverse
momentum distributions at the NNLO with the exact results and find perfect agreement
in the small qT region. We also reproduced the NLO total cross section using a variation
of the qT subtraction method. These consistency checks provide a strong support for our
framework.
We then perform the calculation of the transverse momentum distributions at NNLL
accuracy, and compare them with experimental data and predictions from parton shower
Monte Carlo programs. Our results show that our resummed predictions agree well with
measurements within theoretical and experimental uncertainties. Furthermore, we discuss
the qT -dependent forward-backward asymmetry at the Tevatron, which is sensitive to new
physics effects. Our predictions are consistent with the experimental data, despite the fact
that the measurements have very large error bars.
In our numerical results, we have matched our NNLL resummed formula to the NLO
results for tt¯ production, which is the leading order for tt¯+jet production. Matching to
the NLO results for tt¯+jet production will definitely provide a big improvement in the
large qT region, and hence also for the shape of the distribution. On another issue, it is
interesting to study the non-perturbative contributions in the small qT region coming from
the effects discussed in [65]. In addition, it will be useful to calculate the qT -dependent
charge asymmetries at the LHC once such measurements are possible. These we leave for
future updates of our work.
Our formalism can be easily generalized to other processes for massive colored particle
production at hadron colliders, such as bb¯, cc¯ and colored supersymmetric partners. Besides,
our resummed formula can provide another approach to construct the subtraction terms for
the NNLO calculations of top quark pair production, based on the qT subtraction method.
This will require the calculation of the NNLO hard and soft functions and the TMD PDFs.
The NNLO hard functions may be extracted from the calculations in [17–20]. The NNLO
TMD PDFs for the quark to quark case has been calculated in [90], and the results for all
channels are likely to be available soon. The only remaining issue is the L⊥-independent
terms in the NNLO soft functions.
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Appendix A: Explicit expressions of the TMD PDFs and the anomalous dimensions
For the convenience of the readers, we collect in this Appendix explicit expressions of
the matching coefficient functions for the TMD PDFs as well as the anomalous dimensions
relevant for the NNLL resummation.
The cusp anomalous dimensions are given by
Γicusp(αs) =
∞∑
n=0
Ci γ
cusp
n
(αs
4π
)n+1
, (A1)
with Cq = CF , Cg = CA, and the first three coefficients are [102, 103]
γcusp0 = 4 ,
γcusp1 = CA
(
268
9
− 4π
2
3
)
− 80
9
TFnf ,
γcusp2 = C
2
A
(
490
3
− 536π
2
27
+
44π4
45
+
88
3
ζ3
)
+ CATFnf
(
−1672
27
+
160π2
27
− 224
3
ζ3
)
+ CFTFnf
(
−220
3
+ 64ζ3
)
− 64
27
T 2Fn
2
f . (A2)
The anomalous dimensions for massless partons are given by [104]
γq0 = −3CF ,
γq1 = C
2
F
(
−3
2
+ 2π2 − 24ζ3
)
+ CACF
(
−961
54
− 11π
2
6
+ 26ζ3
)
+ CFTFnf
(
130
27
+
2π2
3
)
,
γg0 = −
11
3
CA +
4
3
TFnf ,
γg1 = C
2
A
(
−692
27
+
11π2
18
+ 2ζ3
)
+ CATFnf
(
256
27
− 2π
2
9
)
+ 4CFTFnf . (A3)
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The anomalous dimensions for massive quarks are given by [105]
γQ0 = −2CF ,
γQ1 = CFCA
(
−98
9
+
2π2
3
− 4ζ3
)
+
40
9
CFTFnf . (A4)
The β function is expanded perturbatively as
β(αs) =− 2αs
∞∑
n=0
βn
(αs
4π
)n+1
, (A5)
with the expansion coefficients up to three loops being
β0 =
11
3
CA − 4
3
TFnf ,
β1 =
34
3
C2A −
20
3
CATFnf − 4CFTFnf ,
β2 =
2857
54
C3A + TFnf
(
2C2F −
205
9
CFCA − 1415
27
C2A
)
+ T 2Fn
2
f
(
44
9
CF +
158
27
CA
)
. (A6)
The matching functions for the TMD PDFs up to the NLO can be generically written as
[58, 62]
Ii←j(z, L⊥, µ) = δ(1− z) δij
[
1 +
αs
4π
(
Γi0
L2⊥
4
− γi0L⊥
)]
+
αs
4π
(
−P(1)ij (z)
L⊥
2
+R(1)ij (z)
)
,
(A7)
with the one-loop splitting functions given by
P(1)qq (z) = 4CF
(
1 + z2
1− z
)
+
,
P(1)qg (z) = 4TF (z2 + (1− z)2) ,
P(1)gg (z) = 8CA
(
z
(1− z)+ +
1− z
z
+ z(1− z)
)
+ 2β0 δ(1− z) ,
P(1)gq (z) = 4CF
1 + (1− z)2
z
. (A8)
and the one-loop remainder functions given by
R(1)qq (z) = CF
(
2(1− z)− π
2
6
δ(1− z)
)
, R(1)qg (z) = 4TF z(1 − z) ,
R(1)gg (z) = −CA
π2
6
δ(1− z) , R(1)gq (z) = 2CFz . (A9)
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Appendix B: Calculation of soft functions
In this appendix we show the details of calculating the soft functions. We will work in
the momentum space, where the integrals in Eq. (38) are represented as
I˜jk = −µ
2ǫeǫγE
π1−ǫ
∫ 2π
0
dφ
∫
ddk
( ν
n · k
)α
δ(k2) θ(k0) δ(2)(k⊥ − q⊥) vj · vk
vj · k vk · k , (B1)
where φ is now the azimuthal angle of q⊥, and we have suppressed the MS factor (4π)
ǫe−ǫγE .
The φ integral can be performed with the help of the δ-function
δ(2)(k⊥ − q⊥) = 2δ(k2T − q2T ) δ(φ) . (B2)
We then have
I˜jk = −2µ
2ǫeǫγE
π1−ǫ
∫
ddk
( ν
n · k
)α
δ(k2) θ(k0) δ(k2T − q2T )
vj · vk
vj · k vk · k . (B3)
We parametrize the vectors as
k = k0 (1, . . . , sin θ1 sin θ2, sin θ1 cos θ2, cos θ1) ,
v3 =
1√
1− β2t
(1, . . . , 0, βt sin θ, βt cos θ) ,
v4 =
1√
1− β2t
(1, . . . , 0,−βt sin θ,−βt cos θ) . (B4)
The scalar products appearing in I˜jk are
v3 · v4 = 1 + β
2
t
1− β2t
, n · v3 = n¯ · v4 = 1− βt cos θ1√
1− β2t
, n¯ · v3 = n · v4 = 1 + βt cos θ1√
1− β2t
n · k = k0 (1− cos θ1) , n¯ · k = k0 (1 + cos θ1) ,
v3 · k = k0√
1− β2t
(1− βt sin θ1 cos θ2 sin θ − βt cos θ1 cos θ) ,
v4 · k = k0√
1− β2t
(1 + βt sin θ1 cos θ2 sin θ + βt cos θ1 cos θ) . (B5)
The integration measure can be written as
ddk δ(k2) θ(k0) = Ωd−4
k1−2ǫ0
2
dk0 sin
1−2ǫ θ1dθ1 sin
−2ǫ θ2dθ2 , (B6)
where
Ωd−4 =
2π
1
2
−ǫ
Γ
(
1
2
− ǫ) = 2
1−2ǫ π−ǫ Γ(1− ǫ)
Γ(1− 2ǫ) . (B7)
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We now demonstrate the calculation of the integrals, taking I˜13 as an example, which is
I˜13 = −µ
2ǫeǫγE
π1−ǫ
n · v3Ωd−4
∫
k1−2ǫ0 dk0 sin
1−2ǫ θ1dθ1 sin
−2ǫ θ2dθ2 δ(k
2
0 sin
2 θ1 − q2T )
× ν
α
k2+α0
1
(1− cos θ1)1+α
√
1− β2t
1− βt sin θ1 cos θ2 sin θ − βt cos θ1 cos θ . (B8)
Performing the integration over k0 using the δ-function, we obtain
I˜13 =
1
q2T
(
µ2
q2T
)ǫ+α/2(
ν2
µ2
)α/2
I˜ ′13 , (B9)
where
I˜ ′13 = −
2−2ǫ eǫγE Γ(1− ǫ)
π Γ(1− 2ǫ) (1− βt cos θ)
∫ π
0
sin1+α θ1dθ1
∫ π
0
sin−2ǫ θ2dθ2
× 1
(1− cos θ1)1+α
1
(1− βt sin θ sin θ1 cos θ2 − βt cos θ cos θ1)
= − e
ǫγE
Γ(1− ǫ)
∫ π
0
dθ1
(
cot
θ1
2
)1+α
1− βt cos θ
1− βt cos(θ + θ1)
× 2F1
(
1,
1
2
− ǫ, 1− 2ǫ, 2βt sin θ sin θ1
1− βt cos(θ + θ1)
)
. (B10)
We redefine the integration variable as
θ1 = 2 arctan
(
1− y
y
)
,
∫ π
0
dθ1 =
∫ 1
0
2
1− 2y + 2y2 dy . (B11)
The integral then becomes
I˜ ′13 = −
2eγEǫ
Γ(1− ǫ) (1− βt cos θ)
∫ 1
0
dy y1+α (1− y)−1−α
×
2F1
(
1, 1
2
− ǫ, 1− 2ǫ, 4y(1−y)βt sin θ
1−2y(1−y)+(1−2y)βt cos θ+2y(1−y)βt sin θ
)
1− 2y(1− y) + (1− 2y)βt cos θ + 2y(1− y)βt sin θ . (B12)
We use the Mathematica package HypExp [106] to expand the hypergeometric functions as
a series in ǫ. After integrating over y, we obtain the explicit expression for I˜13, which is
I˜13 =
1
q2T
(
µ2
q2T
)ǫ+α/2(
ν2
µ2
)α/2 [
2
α
eǫγE
Γ(1− ǫ) − 2 ln
−t1
mtM
+ ǫf13
]
. (B13)
where
f13 = Li2
(
−β
2
t sin
2 θ
1− β2t
)
. (B14)
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With similar calculations, the other soft integrals can be obtained, which are
I˜23 =
1
q2T
(
µ2
q2T
)ǫ+α/2(
ν2
µ2
)α/2 [
− 2
α
eǫγE
Γ(1− ǫ) − 2 ln
−u1
mtM
+ ǫf23
]
,
I˜33 =
1
q2T
(
µ2
q2T
)ǫ
[−2 + ǫf33] ,
I˜34 =
1
q2T
(
µ2
q2T
)ǫ [
1 + β2t
βt
ln
1 + βt
1− βt + ǫf34
]
. (B15)
where
f23 = Li2
(
−β
2
t sin
2 θ
1− β2t
)
,
f33 = 2 ln
1− β2t
1− β2t cos2 θ
,
f34 =
1 + β2t
βt
[
4 ln
1 + βt
1− βt ln sec
θ
2
− Li2
(
−1 − βt
1 + βt
tan2
θ
2
)
+ Li2
(
−1 + βt
1− βt tan
2 θ
2
)]
.
(B16)
We can then perform the Fourier transform to obtain the results in Eq. (39).
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